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Designing for assets of diverse students enrolled in a freshman-level “Computer Science for All” course

Abstract

Proficiency in computer science skills is crucial for today’s students to succeed in science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) fields and the modern workforce. Despite this fact, few universities count computer science (CS) classes toward the core curriculum. Our university, a Hispanic- and minority-serving research-intensive university located in the American Southwest, recently began counting CS towards fulfilling the laboratory science requirement in the undergraduate core curriculum. This allowed us to consider the characteristics of the students who enrolled in a freshman-level CS course (N=31 students) to identify assets they bring from their diverse life experiences that we might build upon in teaching them. We sought student perceptions of existing curricular modules, in terms of ownership and creativity.

Students completed pre-course surveys about their CS interests, beliefs, prior knowledge and experiences, along with demographics. They completed a brief survey to evaluate some of the modules. We examined descriptive statistics, then conducted tests of difference to identify students’ assets. We explored contrasts between 1) first-generation college students and their traditional peers; and 2) students from historically underrepresented and well-represented groups in computer science. Students who were first in their family to attend college were significantly likelier to agree that CS is important for everyone to study, but also likelier to acknowledge being nervous. This finding suggests that creating a supportive learning environment that enables students to experience relevant CS is integral to retaining first-generation college students in CS.

Students from underrepresented groups were significantly likelier to agree that CS is important for solving science problems and for helping people understand problem solving using technology. This finding suggests that our approach, which combines programming and modeling to solve science problems, may be a particularly productive fit for these students.

Introduction and research purpose

Proficiency in computer science skills is crucial for today’s students to succeed in STEM fields and the modern workforce. Despite this, few universities count computer science (CS) classes toward the core curriculum. Recently, our university, a Hispanic- and minority-serving, research intensive university located in the American Southwest began counting CS towards fulfilling the laboratory science requirement in the undergraduate core curriculum. That our university serves a population overwhelmingly underrepresented in CS provided us with an opportunity to investigate the characteristics and perceptions of students who enroll in a course like this.

Literature review

We review extant literature on ways to increase diversity in CS, specifically Computer Science for All (CS for All) approaches. Through this, we identify a role for asset-based approaches to teaching CS and consider the important potential these approaches have on learning and teaching of STEM disciplines. Likewise, we consider the types of experiences students need to build both initial CS conceptual understanding and creative capacity in CS. We argue these can be understood through the lens of agency, which we define drawing on the social science literature.
Diversity: A resource or barrier for Computer Science for All programs?

Past efforts, notably Project 2061 [1], that have aimed to educate all people (or Americans, students, etc.) in a particular domain (e.g., science, mathematics, etc.), have met with sharp critique due to their colorblind, equality-minded rather than social justice approaches [2]. In response to such critiques, other researchers have argued for the need to consider what would make the domain relevant to each learner [3, 4], that varied life experiences contribute to differences in interest development in school subjects [5], and that learners need opportunities to engage in the disciplinary practices in genuine ways [6, 7]. Others however, have cautioned that such “for all” approaches can be assimilative and reproduce inequities [2, 8]. Bias-blind approaches ignore diversity as a resource and blame learners for not succeeding—a deficit thinking approach. Deficit thinking points the finger at the students, rather than critically analyzing structures that prevent students from accessing opportunities to learn [9]. For instance, complaining that students lack sufficient math skills, rather than examining the structures that prevented them from learning, is an example of deficit thinking [10].

As with previous “for all” aims, researchers have raised concerns about the potential for deficit thinking and reproduced inequities in computer science for all projects [11, 12]. Broadening participation in computer science continues to be an area of interest and many efforts have focused on this goal of attracting underrepresented groups to computer science undergraduate courses. For example, some CS educators have successfully increased women’s participation in computer science through inclusive pedagogy in college classrooms [13, 14].

Although there is increasing interest in learning computer science from both students and parents [15-17] barriers to accessing computer science courses in high schools still remain, including lack of course offerings and inadequate technology [12, 15, 16, 18]. When students from groups underrepresented in STEM choose to enroll in an introductory computer science course, they seldom find the topics engaging and relevant to their own lives [18-23]. The computing tasks themselves might not be appropriately leveled, and if students face too much frustration at the beginning of a course, this can negatively impact their self-efficacy in computer science [24], which in turn can impact their persistence in computer science.

However, when faculty consider students’ interests and backgrounds when teaching, students’ enrollment and persistence in computer science courses increase [25, 26]. To accomplish the vision of CS for All, learners need culturally-responsive courses. Such courses emphasize the importance of diverse perspectives in technology development [27]. Further, these courses should begin to develop students’ identities as CS professionals [27], help students connect what they are learning to their everyday experiences, and help them use CS to make changes in areas that matter to them [27]. Such culturally-responsive approaches are effective when teaching CS to African American, Latínx and Native American high school students [28-32].

Asset-based approaches to STEM learning

In contrast to deficit thinking approaches, asset-based approaches seek to uncover assets students have that can serve as a strong foundation for learning. For instance, consider a student—let’s call her Paloma—who is the first in her family to attend college. Her rural high school had trouble keeping qualified STEM teachers, and her guidance counselor discouraged her from taking any science courses not required for graduation. Despite this, Paloma acquired important
scientific understanding by tending a garden, where she experimented with varying amounts of water, sun, and fertilizer. Paloma’s gardening observations could provide her teachers with a foundation on which to shape course content and build formal scientific understanding. Using students’ prior experiences as a foundation for further learning not only increases students’ interest in CS, but can also enhance the diversity of STEM fields. While relating formal STEM content to students’ prior experiences is sometimes challenging, building on students’ prior knowledge in STEM practices is typically easier. In this view, students’ everyday cultural experiences provide relevant linkages for learning [33].

Engineering has long used asset-based approaches. In one notable example, instructors identified low-income, first-generation community college transfer students’ assets to support their matriculation into engineering [34]. Other works reveal how students learned engineering concepts by identifying and solving community needs [35, 36]. In a third example, findings show that by identifying students’ assets, instructors supported the success of a diverse group of freshman students in an introductory chemical engineering course [37]; students developed greater engineering self-efficacy and a more accurate perception of engineering practices. Across all of these studies, the assets identified typically included design skills, such as greater facility empathizing with customer, client or stakeholder points of view and more realistic understanding of the role of constraint in design process.

Identifying student assets—rather than focusing on their deficits—paves the way for teaching practices that honor students’ backgrounds and cultures. Culturally-responsive teaching recognizes the rich resources students bring with them to class, and focuses on ways to deeply engage these resources, rather than attempting to overwrite them [38-40].

**Fostering agency supports learning**

We argue that students need low-agency experiences (i.e., passive watching, limited decision-making) to develop initial confidence and understanding of CS concepts as well as high-agency experiences (i.e., active doing, extensive decision-making) to build creative competence in CS. Like others, we define agency as having opportunities to make and carry out decisions in sociocultural settings [41, 42]. Such settings can be evaluated in terms of their opportunity structure—meaning the degree to which learners are permitted to make decisions, and the degree to which they actually make decisions [43]. For instance, consider Paloma as she is learning how to program in NetLogo. In her first module, she is permitted to make decisions about the color, size, and location of rosettes that are drawn by the Turtle Graphics program. This approach gives her agency over minor decisions that could lead her to feel pleased by the artistic product; this could be beneficial to her progress, reinforcing her willingness to make and carry out decisions. As such, agency does not equate to free will, but rather to the recursive process in which the outcomes of a given action shape future decisions and actions a learner takes [44].

However, we must also consider the scope of the opportunity structure. In many classroom settings, the opportunity structure is present, but very narrow, permitting students to make decisions only about minor aspects of what they are studying. For instance, Paloma, in this first module, was only permitted to make minor decisions. Given that agency is a recursive process, the scope of opportunity structure is very relevant to designing meaningful learning processes. A common approach in educational settings is to consistently provide a narrowed opportunity structure, and sometimes supplement this with non-critical opportunities, such as allowing
students to make decisions about whether to present final work as a poster, pamphlet or presentation.

Because learners cannot effectively direct their own learning in areas that are very new to them, educational settings typically reduce the opportunity structure, effectively lowering expectations for learning. However, this can signal to students that learning in the real world operates this way. With few decisions and limited consequences of those decisions, this can widen gaps or turn students off STEM [45]. Thus, some have argued that classroom settings should include more student-directed learning [46] and open-ended activities [47]. Such activities, while difficult for some teachers to manage [48, 49], provide opportunities for students to think about their futures in ways they might not have otherwise considered [50].

**Methods**

We sought to address two research questions: 1) What are the characteristics of the students who enrolled in a freshman-level CS course, and what assets do they bring from their diverse life experiences that we might build upon in teaching them? 2) How do students perceive curricular modules in terms of ownership and creativity?

**Participants & setting**

Participants included students enrolled in an undergraduate CS for All course (N=31 students) at a research university in the American Southwest. The course counted toward the laboratory science requirement in the undergraduate core curriculum.

**Course materials**

The CS course was based on a CS for All high school course, which demonstrated that computational modeling is an effective way to teach computer science content and skills while fostering positive attitudes and student engagement in a diverse population (67% of students from historically underrepresented ethnic groups, 36% female students) [51]. Overall, students showed significant increases in learning, and 88% of students agreed or strongly agreed that they liked the course. The CS course teaches programming in conjunction with computational modeling in the programming language NetLogo. Modules develop students’ programming skills and introduce computing constructs. Culminating modules require students to build computer models of phenomena then use the model to conduct scientific inquiry. Modules are one week in length with the exception of the final project, which spans several weeks. Several modules are also supplemented with an extension activity. These activities challenge students to apply the knowledge gained in their corresponding module in new and creative ways.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Module Title</th>
<th>Module description</th>
<th>Student Decision Opportunities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Spirograph</td>
<td>Students get acquainted with NetLogo by employing concepts from geometry to generate shapes.</td>
<td>Students choose their own values for angle, step length, and color to generate unique designs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#</td>
<td>Module Title</td>
<td>Module description</td>
<td>Student Decision Opportunities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Hello World</td>
<td>Students write a program that draws a personal logo that includes their name or initials.</td>
<td>Students use any NetLogo commands they choose, including ones they haven’t yet learned. They are encouraged to be creative by drawing images that represent themselves and their interests.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Spiraling Geometry Using a Repeat Loop</td>
<td>Concepts from Module 1 are revisited; students build on their knowledge by utilizing a repeat loop.</td>
<td>In addition to designing individual rosettes, students choose how many times and in what locations their patterns repeat. Students have agency to employ code reuse and iteration as a tool for open-ended creation in a very simple world.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>NetLogo Experiments Using Random Walk and Wiggle Walk</td>
<td>Students model movement of contaminants through soil and conduct a series of experiments demonstrating how filtration depends on physical properties of particles.</td>
<td>Students adjust slider bars that they create in order to experiment with how changes in soil properties result in changes in filtration rates.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Bumper Turtles</td>
<td>Logic, control and conditional statements are introduced through programming agents. Students program the agents to change their behavior upon encountering a patch of a given color.</td>
<td>Students choose how to design their world through placement and number of differently colored patches to create a unique movement pattern for their agents. In the extension students modify an existing model to create flocks of birds that navigate through obstacles based on their choice of how birds respond to their environment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Saving Nemo: An Ecosystem Model</td>
<td>Students build a model of a simple marine ecosystem and search for ways to keep the system in equilibrium.</td>
<td>Students adjust slider bars that they create in order to experiment with feeding and movement parameters of fish and plankton in order to “save Nemo” by keeping populations in a dynamic equilibrium.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Algorithms</td>
<td>Students are given a series of shapes and are tasked with writing algorithms that will follow the outline of each shape.</td>
<td>There are multiple correct solutions to the problems in this module. Students are encouraged to develop algorithms that trace each shape in a variety of ways.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Recursion and the Fractal Tree</td>
<td>Recursive processes are introduced as students write code to grow a branching tree.</td>
<td>Students customize their tree structure by controlling branching angles, lengths and widths between parent and offspring branches. Their experiments show small changes have big effects in recursive growth processes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#</td>
<td>Module Title</td>
<td>Module description</td>
<td>Student Decision Opportunities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Spread the Red</td>
<td>Students create an agent-based epidemiological model.</td>
<td>Students determine the characteristics of the virus and hosts they create. They design a model to demonstrate how disease spread depends on the characteristics they choose.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Eating Nemo</td>
<td>Students expand Module 6 by adding a big fish species and predator/prey dynamics.</td>
<td>Students choose feeding, movement and lifespans of big and small fish and plankton in order to create an ecosystem that meets a goal that they specify.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Project Work: Swarmathon, Networks, or Independent Projects, spanning 3-4 weeks</td>
<td>For independent projects students write their own rubric and craft their own project. Networks project participants define a problem that requires representing networked agents (e.g. rumor spread, food webs) and they simulate how information or resources spread. Swarmathon participants create their own behaviors for robotic agents that compete with classmates’ swarms to collect resources.</td>
<td>Students are given complete freedom to define a problem and create a model with which they experiment to solve that problem. Networks and Swarmathon projects walk through several programming exercises that teach necessary building blocks to design networks or robotic agents before they develop their own models. Independent projects often build from prior Ecosystem or Epidemiology modules. Students learn the previous 10 weeks of coding allows them to create arbitrarily interesting and complex models of their choosing.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Data collection & analysis**

Students completed pre-course surveys about their CS interests, beliefs, prior knowledge and experiences, along with demographics. They completed a brief survey to evaluate several of the modules. Survey items were 5-point Likert scale (5 = strongly agree; 1= strongly disagree). We analyzed student work from three modules, attending to the level of detail exemplified in their work, how much they contextualized, and the evidence they used for decision making. We examined descriptive statistics, including the means (M) and standard deviations (SD). We then selectively conducted tests of difference (independent samples t-tests conducted using SPSS version 23) to identify students’ assets. We explored contrasts between 1) first-generation college students and their traditional peers; and 2) students from groups that are historically underrepresented and well-represented in computer science. We also conducted qualitative analysis of student work. We contrasted two modules on current events, focusing on the level of detail/specificity of the modules, both in their programming and written explanations. We explored student agency in the module extensions and final projects, focusing on the opportunity structure of the project options, and the degree to which decisions were consequential (e.g., choosing how to solve a problem) or supplementary (e.g., choosing a color) to the CS content.

**Results and discussion**

Among our consented students, 43% reported they were the first in their families to attend college. We identified that these students had assets their peers of more traditional backgrounds
were less likely to have. For instance, first-generation college attendees \((M = 4.46; SD = 0.66)\) agreed or strongly agreed that CS is important for everyone to study, compared to their traditional peers who were neutral or agreed \((M = 3.56; SD = 1.15)\), and this difference was significant \((t(29) = 2.55, p < .05)\). Further, first-generation college attendees \((M = 4.69; SD = 0.63)\) agreed or strongly agreed that creativity is integral to design processes, whereas their traditional peers were neutral or agreed that creativity is integral to design processes \((M = 3.94; SD = 1.06)\), and this difference was significant \((t(29) = 2.27, p < .05)\). We also uncovered a difference that could be a barrier to success for first-generation students. First-generation college attendees \((M = 4.00; SD = 1.00)\) agreed they were nervous about studying CS, whereas their traditional peers were neutral about being nervous, \((M = 3.22; SD = 1.31)\); this difference was marginally significant \((t(29) = 1.80, p < .10)\). This measure, in terms of nervousness, suggests that first-generation students may begin with lower self-efficacy in CS. Self-efficacy describes judgments made by students about their ability to be successful in a particular area [52]. Supporting students to develop self-efficacy in an area helps them access more complex information in that area [53, 54]. Essentially, increasing self-efficacy can support students’ learning, especially in a trajectory of increasingly agentic tasks.

These findings suggest that creating a supportive learning environment that enables students to experience relevant CS is integral to retaining first-generation college students in CS. Since the students demonstrate a high level of motivation and interest with a relatively low level of confidence, it is important to develop the pedagogical structure in which students can expand their knowledge and skills for CS in the way their initial motivations and interests sustain and transfer to the applications of programming in the real world. The course structure begins with low-agency, simple and well-structured assignments and then builds toward higher agency and more open-ended assignments; this is appropriate for students who are the first in their families to attend college. These students may also benefit from one-on-one support or interactions in the small group setting from peer tutors, teaching assistants, or faculty who could accommodate the knowledge gap in programming skills for those students who are relatively new to programming.

Among our consented students, 53% reported being Latinx, Chicana/o, or Hispanic and 17% American Indian, Alaska Native, or Native American. We identified that these students had different assets than their peers from groups well-represented in CS and engineering. Students from underrepresented groups \((M = 4.70; SD = 0.48)\) strongly agreed that CS is important for solving science problems, whereas their traditional peers agreed \((M = 4.12; SD = 0.78)\), and this difference was significant, \((t(25) = 2.12, p < .05)\). Students from underrepresented groups \((M = 4.63; SD = 0.50)\) strongly agreed that helping people understand problem solving with technology is important, whereas their traditional peers agreed \((M = 4.13; SD = 0.72)\), and this difference was significant, \((t(25) = 2.17, p < .05)\). These findings suggest our approach, which combines programming and modeling to solve science problems, may be a particularly productive fit for these students. These findings are similar assets others have identified [35, 36]. Further, these findings point to the importance of CS curricula that integrate modeling with problem solving within the local community contexts. With the emerging shift in STEM education from teaching content to engaging students in STEM practices, it is important that university CS programs offer relevant CS curricula that agentively engage students in CS.

We saw evidence of this in student work. For instance, in Module 4, students built models of contaminants percolating through soils. We introduced this Module with a brief description of
the recent Gold King Mine spill on the Animas River. In this close-to-home disaster, over 3 million gallons of gold mine wastewater tainted with heavy metals were accidentally released into the Animas River by the Environmental Protection Agency during routine remediation activities. This water quickly flowed downstream, causing severe contamination that threatened irrigation and drinking water in Colorado and New Mexico. Many students at our university are from communities affected by the Gold King Mine Spill, or know people from these communities. By connecting scientific modeling to current events, particularly direct connections, our students became invested in modeling contaminants in their drinking water, which motivated them to understand how different properties of soils and contaminants would affect the risk of contaminants reaching the water supply in their models. Their models and explanations were more detailed and coherent. In contrast, student work showed less evidence of this when describing the Zika virus outbreak in the Epidemiology Module (9). While both stories were featured in recent news, the local environmental disaster at the Animas River seemed to engage students more than the Zika outbreak, which had no impact on New Mexico. More students agreed that Module 4 was interesting than that Module 9 was interesting, but the difference was not statistically significant. In future work we will include survey questions to more directly gauge how important local relevance is to student engagement and conduct structured observations of in-class engagement.

Our preliminary analysis suggests that building on the interests, experiences, and knowledge that potential CS majors bring with them to class, and connecting curricula to emerging issues can support the learning experiences of students traditionally underrepresented in CS. For example, in the extension of the week 2 module in which students programed agents to draw their names, students were asked to create a design to reflect something about themselves. Students drew spirals, sine waves and other geometric shapes; some students wrote their names in cursive (one with step-by-step agent instructions, another creating curves from mathematical functions); many drew intricate emblems or logos illustrating aspects of their hobbies, families or academic interests. Students spent more time on the creative designs than the original assignment; this underscores that students are motivated when they have agency toward design they care about. Students’ responses to surveys suggest that they learned more when they completed the extensions, specifically about recursion, conditionals and how to program agent interactions with their environments. Students explained the extensions gave them opportunities to be creative.

We also saw evidence of benefits of agentive, creative activity in student work on the later modules, particularly in our analysis of work on the final independent project, which had three options. Two students opted to design their own final independent projects. Interestingly, one of these students, a Hispanic first-generation college attendee, was performing in the middle, academically, and the other, a White male whose parents both attained graduate degrees, was performing at the top academically. These two students both investigated programming techniques and control structures that were new to them. We see this as a reminder that students from a range of backgrounds and abilities may be interested in such work, and that we should not withhold such experiences from students who are lower achieving, but instead provide additional support and feedback to help them achieve their goals.

Ten students opted for the Networks module, which was somewhat prescriptive initially in order to teach students how to create the basic data structures to build, visualize and analyze networks with different topologies (i.e., they built small world networks and measured degree and network
Students were encouraged to use the ability to build and simulate information spreading over networks to solve a problem of their choice. Students modified their code to model, for example, food webs, social interactions, and family trees. Many students extended or modified a model they created in a previous module. In doing so, they had agency to make choices about which problems to solve and how to solve more complex problems than they had worked on previously. They used building blocks they learned in earlier modules to identify new problems they could solve. For example, one student created a network representing airplane travel and simulated the global spread of disease by incorporating code written for the epidemic module with a spatially situated network model.

Nine students opted to complete the Swarmathon module for their final project, in which they were challenged to design algorithms that controlled a robot swarm performing a foraging task. This module walked students through basic swarm robotic algorithm design, beginning with very simple and prescriptive steps designed to teach basic techniques for deterministic and stochastic search. However, there was no opportunity for creativity during the walk through. While students were encouraged to extend or combine elements of different algorithms presented in the walk through, few students did so, even though such approaches would have provided better solutions. Even the opportunity to compete against the algorithms developed by their classmates did not motivate them to develop new novel algorithms. It appeared to the instructor and course TAs that the design of the Swarmathon module walkthroughs were too simple at the start, and because the problem to be solved was pre-specified, there was no opportunity to develop creative approaches as the students learned basic building blocks. Therefore, students were unprepared to create new algorithms at the end of the 4-week project. In contrast, the Networks module encouraged creativity from the start by requiring students to choose the domain in which they applied the skills they were learning.

**Significance and implications**

Students from underrepresented groups in CS as well as first-generation college students benefit from studying STEM in a computational modeling format that allows them increasing creativity and agency in defining and solving problems. This accessible approach helps students to invest in their work, which as we argue here, leads to feelings of ownership and belonging. The importance of students having agency in designing their own projects was particularly evident in the final modules. In future work, we plan to investigate ways to provide students with more agentive opportunities in the Swarmathon. Affording students with leeway to define and subsequently solve problems that they find interesting appears to be highly motivating for the population of students in our class.
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